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Abstract

A new O(nlog(n)) algorithm is presented for performing Delaunay
triangulation of sets of 2D points. The novel component of the algo-
rithm is a radially propagating sweep-hull (sequentially created from
the radially sorted set of 2D points, giving a non-overlapping triangu-
lation), paired with a final triangle flipping step to give the Delaunay
triangluation.

In empirical tests the algorithm runs in approximately half the
time of q-hull for 2D Delaunay triangulation on randomly generated
point sets.

1 Introduction

Delaunay triangulation [2] is a generically useful technique for quickly gen-
erating non-overlapping triangular meshes that reflect the nearest neighbour
structure of a set of points in 2D. There now exist a number of O(n log(n))
(or better) techniques for finding the Delaunay triangulation of a set of 2D
points. Such methods include q-hull [1] which uses the property that the
convex hull (in R(d+1) ) corresponds to the Delaunay triangulation in R(d),
randomised point insertion algorithms as in [4] and the divinely inspired
sweepline algorithm [3].

In this paper a hybred algorithm is presented that uses a radially prop-
agating sweep-hull over a radially sorted set of points in conjunction with
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a final triangle flipping step. As points are sequentially added and deleted
from the sweep-hull, triangles are created and stored in a graph, to create a
non-overlapping triangulation of the 2D point set. In contrast to Fortune’s
algorithm only the current convex hull of the swept portion of the set needs
to be maintained and searched for point insertion (rather than the more
expensive event que).

Outline The following section provide a description of the S-hull algorithm
and a performance comparison with q-hull. GPL source for S-hull is available
from http://s-hull.org.

2 The S-hull algorithm

S-hull operates as follows: For a set of unique points xi in R2:

1. sellect a seed point x0 from xi.

2. sort according to|xi − x0|
2.

3. find the point xj closest to x0.

4. find the point xk that creates the smallest circum-circle with x0 and xj

and record the center of the circum-circle C.

5. order points [x0,xj ,xk] to give a right handed system: this is the initial
seed convex hull.

6. resort the remaining points according to |xi −C|2 to give points si.

7. sequentially add the points si to the porpagating 2D convex hull that
is seeded with the triangle formed from [x0,xj ,xk]. as a new point is
added the facets of the 2D-hull that are v isible to it form new triangles.

8. a non-overlapping triangulation of the set of points is created. (This is
an extremely fast method for creating an non-overlapping triangualtion
of a 2D point set).

9. adjacent pairs of triangles of this triangulation must be ’flipped’ to
create a Delaunay triangulation from the initial non-overlapping trian-
gulation.
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The algorithm generates a Delaunay triangulation together with the 2D
convex hull for set of points.

Figure 1 shows a randomly generated set of 100 points in R2 with the
initial triangular seed hull marked in red. Figure 2 shows the propagation of
the sweep-hull, new triangles in red, existing triangles in blue. Figure 3 shows
the delaunay triangulation generated by s-hull. Table 1 gives empirical times
for s-hull and q-hull for point sets that range in size form 100 to 1,000,000. S-
hull is empirically faster. The test code was compiled and run on a MacBook
Pro using gcc i686-apple-darwin9-g++-4.0.1.
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Figure 1: Randomly generatesd set of points in R2. The seed point for the
triangulation is marked along with the triangle associated with the smallest
circum-circle through it and its nearest neighbour.
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Figure 2: Randomly generatesd set of points in R2. Sequential addition of
triangles as the convex hull is swept through the ordered set of points (new
triangles in red).

algorithm 100 pts 1000 10,000 100,000 1,000,000
q-hull 0.001263 0.01154 0.1095 1.961 24.3
s-hull 0.000751 0.005682 0.0766 1.044 14.4905

Table 1: Timings in seconds for Delaunay triangualtion of 2D point sets in
size range 100 - 1,000,000.

The improvement in speed over q-hull probably stems from the smaller

size and lower cost of visible facet search of the 2D hull in S-hull
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Figure 3: Delaunay triangulation of the set of points in R2 generated by
s-hull.

verses the 3D hull used in q-hull (to directly generate the Delaunay

triangulation).

3 Implementation details

A GPL version of S-hull in C++ is provided at http://www.s-hull.org.

The reference code provided uses the standard sort routine from the

STL to perform the radial sorting of a set of points. This naturally

returns the nearest neighbour of the seed point. In searching for
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the point that is associated with the smallest circum circle containitng

points x0 and xj points are searched in assending order of distance

from x0 only up to the point where the current minimum diameter circum

circle is smaller than the distance to the point. The triangle graph

generated retains the center of each triangle’s circum-circle and

the square of its radius and this is used directly in the triangle

flipping routine. The triangle flipping routine is applied iteratively

until no triangles flip.

Roundoff error is an issue in determining whether a pair of triangles

should be ’flipped’. In the case that the difference in minimum

circum circle diameter for one confiiguration of a pair triangles

verses the other is relatively small a double precision routine is

used. A limit is placed on the number of times a pair of triangles

may be flipped as a guard against degenerate cases.

4 Conclusions

Empirically S-hull performs Delaunay triangluation substantially

faster than q-hull. It is however slower than q-hull for purely

finding the convex hull of a set of 2D points and does not perform

operations in higher dimensions. The author believes that additional

performace improvement would be possible through more efficient code.
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